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PREFACE
Contribution to this Report: The subject of this Mid-Term Review is assessment and analysis
of EBRD’s large portfolio in the region of Equity Funds into which the Bank's continues to
invest. This report was prepared by Anders Grettve, Senior Evaluation Manager, with the
assistance of two external consultants: Geoff Burns, private equity consultant from the UK, and
Irving Kuczynski, US resident financing and financial sector consultant for emerging markets.
Information was obtained from relevant teams and departments of the Bank and its files. The
Equity Funds Team in the Financial Institutions Business Group provided support in particular,
with data from its recently developed equity funds database. Field work was carried out in AprilJune 2002 and Appendix 1 presents a list of the external contacts. PED would like to take this
opportunity to thank all those who contributed to the production of this report.
The Post Evaluation Selection and Process
Selection of projects for post-evaluation by PED generally applies the following criteria:
Relevance to the Bank's likely future operations; potential to generate lessons; size, risk and
profile of the investment and its financial performance; balance among countries, sectors and
types of operation to capture a wide section of the portfolio in PED's work programme.
This evaluation was carried out as a Mid Term Review. Such reviews by PED are performed on
request by management of the Bank, as in this case, or on PED’s own initiative usually based on
salient issues that may have arisen at implementation or monitoring. Apart from identifying
issues and lessons for the future, Mid-Term Reviews can include operational and strategic
recommendations for projects or programmes.
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CEE
DFI
DIF
DPI
DS
EIRR
EVCA
FIRR
HEP
IC
IFI
NORAD
OL
OpsCom
PED
PEF
PPF
RVF
SEAF
SME
TVPI
USD
VC
XMR

Banking Department
Central and Eastern Europe
Development Finance Institution
Direct Investment Facility
Distributions to Paid In (Ratio)
Donor Supported
Economic Internal Rate of Return
European Venture Capital Association
Financial Internal Rate of Return
Hungarian Equity Partners
Investment Committee
International Finance Institution
Norwegian Bilateral Aid Agency
Operation Leader
Operations Committee
Project Evaluation Department
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Post Privatisation Fund
Regional Venture Fund
Small Enterprise Assistance Fund
Small and Medium Sized Enterprise
Total value per paid in (ratio industry realised and unrealised holdings as
valued)
United States Dollar
Venture Capital
Expanded Monitoring Report

DEFINED TERMS
the Bank
the OPER Team
PEF Team

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
Staff of the Project Evaluation Department and the independent sector
consultant who jointly carried out the post-evaluation.
Private Equity Funds Team within the Financial Institutions Team of the
Bank.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Mid-term Review by PED has a strategic focus on investments by the EBRD in private equity
funds (PEFs), addressing transition impact and sustainability. Section (I) below summarises the
findings. The identified key strategic issues are presented in Section (II). Section (III) outlines two
alternative options for the future with notes on the capacity implications.
The recommendations in Section (IV) below include that a funds strategy should focus on
graduation with realistic time horizons, that the EBRD "fund of funds" should be split to aid
monitoring and demonstration, and that more handling capacity should be centralised in the core
PEF Team.
(I) SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS
(a) Ten years of fund investments
The EBRD is the leading fund investor in the region. It has over 70 funds under some 55 managers,
with a joint capital of EUR 5.2 billion, including EUR 1.5 billion committed by the Bank. Close to
50 per cent of the Bank's commitments in US dollar terms are to "expansion/buy-out" funds, which
take average stakes above EUR 6 million in medium-large private enterprises. Donor Supported
(DS) funds account for about 33 per cent, and focus on smaller holdings in less advanced transition
environments. They share an SME-focus with many Venture Capital (VC) funds, which have
average stakes below EUR 2 million and represent some 17 per cent of the Bank's commitments.
Of the EUR 1.5 billion commitments in respect of equity funds, by the end of March 2002 EUR 789
million are disbursed and EUR 719 million remain still to be disbursed.
Over the years there has been a steady growth of equity fund investments of the funds in which the
Bank invests, reaching a gross level between USD 300 and 400 million per annum, with the bulk
made in 1999-2001. In 2000 the gross cash flow of these funds turned positive for the fist time
although it again became negative in 2001. As can be expected, exits of equity investments will
come in waves, based on economic cycles, the EU accession process, etc. In respect of sector
concentration about 50 per cent of the fund investments are in service and trade, while primary and
energy sectors plus manufacturing account for about 20 per cent.
Increasingly the EBRD has focused on the sustainability potential of funds, offering lead or bridge
finance towards raising of second generation funds with market investors.
The EBRD has evolved a funds strategy through experience, but this remains implicit. The Bank
did not request that transition impact be a selection criterion for the fund managers but it did
influence strategies and adherence to environmental and governance standards.
(b) Assessed transition impact
The Review found that transition impact via funds, being a selective and comparatively costly and
time-restricted instrument, essentially depended on the achieved sustainability. This inevitably
linked transition impact to returns, at the enterprise level and to the investors. Funds that took
bigger stakes in medium-large enterprises in the advanced parts of the region were found to have
the best prospects. Conversely, investments in SME funds and funds in low-reform environments
saw the transition impact suffer from lack of sustainability. The fund instrument - whether donor
supported or not - was found to present excessive goal conflicts for many of these investments. The
Review also concluded that the EBRD under its mandate needs to look to SME funds as more than
"one-off" delivery mechanisms for IFI and DFI financing with explicit or implicit subsidies.
The invested amounts remain minute compared to the needs of the region. The Review found that
fostering an equity fund infrastructure can attract international and ultimately domestic investors.
iii
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Successful fund managers able to raise repeat funds can provide effective risk capital allocation
within the financial systems. Some promising signs of such "graduation" prospects were found in
CEE and Russia as strong managers raised second and third generation funds. Continued dialogue
between the Equity Funds Team and the Bank's economists can help a strategy that looks to the
combined merits of effective investee reform intervention and institutional merits. The Bank's fund
investments clearly met the additionality test, not least in view of the region's volatility.
(c) Investment returns
The Review saw the current signs as mildly encouraging. Investors need firmer proof, however, of
the achievable risk-return premia: the indicated returns range from a good 15 per cent net IRR for
fully or nearly closed expansion/buyout funds to the negative in others. VC and DS funds still have
poor to fair indications due to their low exit rates. The evidence is clear that most stakes under USD
2 million are difficult to sell at a profit, while the higher recent weight of bigger investments should
help to improve the overall portfolio return indications over time. (see main report Appendix 6
page 2)
The region lacks liquid bourses and valuation benchmarks, making for uncertain returns until a
bigger share of the growing portfolio is realised. The PEF Team projected past outcome patterns
onto the unrealised portfolio and saw positive signs. But some sector weights were high and the
region is volatile and sensitive to global cycles, apart from uncertain general reform and EUenlargement progress. These factors justify a cautious interpretation of the early return indications.
(d) Handling aspects
The PEF Team has acquired good professional skills, while its core remains small. It is therefore
still vulnerable to turnover of key professionals and may forego potential returns to scale without
further specialisation and capacity concentration. Handling is increasingly state of the art, looking
to best private sector fund of fund standards and improving tailored systems. Trouble shooting and
workout cases see increasingly resolute action. The confidence in DS and SME funds in the riskier
transition environments suffers, however, from the lack of proven sustainable models.
Many other staff still handle funds within the Bank's matrix organisation. Further specialisation
should help efficient handling of the Bank's significant fund of funds. It could also help develop a
structured portfolio-building strategy for long-term investor mobilisation. More specialisation over
the full project cycle would not rule out continued sector and country expertise, which are also
brought to the funds at times via supervisory board and investment committee nominees.
(II) KEY STRATEGIC ISSUES FOR FUTURE FUND INVESTMENTS
The Review found four principal issues that confront the Bank's funds strategy:
(a)
A focus on enterprise intervention, versus longer-term financial intermediation and
institutional outlooks for wider transition impact. Past market economy parallels show that
graduation of a fund industry needs an outlook over decades rather than years, and this would
imply a continued catalyst fund investor role of the EBRD in CEE countries for the longer term.
(b)
Testing PEF "graduation" prospects in some of the intermediate transition countries by
enduring support to funds with prospects for repeat fund-raising, despite the short-term constraints
in the instrument's core assumption of exitable investments for capital gains.
(c)

Realising positive PEF returns to demonstrate good risk-reward outlooks to other investors.

(d)
The striking outcome in recent portfolio analyses on realisation constraints for SME stakes
under EUR 2 million and the identified clear diseconomies of scale in SME funds, versus strong
constituencies in favour of continued EBRD efforts in the SME sphere.
iv
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(III) STRATEGIC OPTIONS AND CAPACITY CONSIDERATIONS
The main presented strategic options are:
(a) To phase out funds with a VC and SME orientation and those in low-transition countries.
PEF investments would be made exclusively into funds in the more advanced CEE and Russian
regions. The focus would be on bigger and repeat funds with gradually reducing EBRD shares,
"feeding winners, starving losers", fostering the emergence of a competitive fund industry and
complementing local capital markets.
(b) Combine option (a) with SME fund investments in the advanced countries only and DS
funds in some intermediate countries. The two latter activities would build longer-term alliances
to access the necessary grant or concession finance and to avoid proprietary managed fund
structures. They would also be conditioned to good "graduation" prospects via repeat funds to
access more market financing in the long run.
The implications from these strategic options range from outsourced or "joint-venture" operations to
an expanded and further specialised in-house PEF team. The latter option would facilitate a tailored
capacity split by types of sub-portfolios within a strong overall PEF team sharing joint functions.
The Review sees outsourcing constraints in the short-medium term, finding on balance that the best
benefits would come with further specialised in-house capacity and consolidation. A long term
objective should remain, however, to spin off parts of the portfolio in ways as indicated below.
(IV) RECOMMENDATIONS
(a) Set a more explicit funds strategy
The EBRD's experience should be used to set a clearer forward strategy, based on the strategic
option outlined under alternative III b above. This is based on the mandate rationale for focusing on
longer-term institution building, "graduation" and portfolio demonstration prospects, apart from the
enterprise intervention benefits. Some of these elements are already in the current implicit strategy
but a more explicit new strategy should articulate them and develop the objectives and capacity
accordingly.
(b) Continue investing in PEF and DS funds with graduation prospects
The EBRD should continue to invest in mainstream PEFs for bigger stakes in medium-large private
enterprises. It should likewise continue investing selectively in VC, SME and DS funds, but only
upon a rigorous test of the "graduation" prospects which are strongly linked to performance. The
low comparative outreach of the fund instrument and the critical mass needs in professional fund
management should influence the approach. A consistent DS fund portfolio strategy should make
the case for concession contributions or grants rather than being driven by their availability.
(c) Split the portfolio to aid monitoring and demonstration
The EBRD fund of funds should be split into three sub-portfolios: a) more mature economies and
companies, with proven sophisticated fund managers or second-round fund raisers; b) the higherrisk SME-oriented funds in CEE; and c) PEFs in advancing intermediate transition environments. In
this way the Bank can prepare for the recommended long-term objective to transfer some PEF
activity to a separate fund of fund for mature transition environments with private investor
participation and/or the ultimate sale of some parts of the portfolio on secondary markets.
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(d) Keep staged outlooks on risk capital at early transition, for SMEs
No new SME investments should be channelled via designated PEFs for low- and slow-reforming
transition environments, where the constraints are too great for the fund instrument to meet the
sustainability, demonstration and institutional aims. Instead, the Bank should continue pursuit of
alternative debt based channelling in collaboration with local banks and institutions, where the high
risks and poor exit liquidity in PEFs can be better mitigated and a more acceptable risk-return
balance achieved. The routes and instruments should be structured and tested by professionals with
adequate insight into risk capital provision.
(e) Centralise more handling capacity in a core PEF Team
The internal PEF Team should be consolidated into a more specialised unit with its own career
paths and incentives. Some sub-specialisation should be retained, including for the labour-intensive
handling of DS and SME funds. There is a case for designated workout/close monitoring capacity.
No essential sub-contracting should be considered in the medium-term, though the Bank should
explore partnerships to overcome the risks and proprietary structure constraints in DS funds. Longterm alliances or joint ventures with other suitable financiers should be explored.
The Bank may consider converting the current informal committee within the PEF Team into a
formalised Investment Committee for PEF activities. It could also look to the practice in some funds
of funds to include key team professionals and one or two external experts to add perspective and
networks, apart from calling on expertise in the Bank. OpsCom would retain ultimate management
oversight under the Bank's procedures.
(f) Improve dialogue with selected investors
The PEF Team should proceed selectively in a dialogue with best-informed investors, looking
cautiously to some promising indications from its recent portfolio analyses. Broader promotional
efforts will be justified only after firmer indications of the returns from the sub-portfolios over time.
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1. EBRD'S EQUITY FUND INVESTMENTS AND FOCUS OF THE REVIEW
1.1

EUR 1.5 billion committed, operating assets EUR 0.6 billion in ca 70 funds. EBRD used
equity funds early on as wholesale intermediaries for equity finance to private enterprises in
the region. By mid 2002, the Bank had invested in over 70 funds with a joint committed
capital of EUR 5.2 million currently under about 55 managers. The EBRD is now established
as by far the leading investor in funds in the region and is approached for most new private
equity fund initiatives.
Chart I below presents the total EBRD commitments in respect of private equity funds
(PEFs) of EUR 1.5 billion from 1992-31 March 2002. The commitments include EUR 522
million of approved donor supported (DS) funds of which EUR 299 million has been
disbursed. In respect of venture capital type funds (VC), EUR 131 million has been
disbursed, while the undisbursed portion amounts to EUR 104 million. (cf. Section1.3)
Chart II to the right shows the accumulated operating assets and provisions. The operating
assets stood at EUR 643 million by the end of 2001, representing ca 7 per cent of the EBRD's
total operating assets and ca 10 per cent of the non-sovereign assets (cf. Appendix 4, page 2).

Chart I: Equity Funds - Commitments
and Disbursements by 31 March 2002,

Chart II: Equity Funds - Operating
Assets, Reserves, by end 2001, EUR
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The operating assets of EUR 643 million by the end of 2001 were recorded after only one
complete fund write-off so far and re-flows in the order of EUR 260 million. Higher specific
provisions in 1998 than later on reflect that year's Russia financial crisis and some later
portfolio risk upgrading.
Appendix 6 presents various portfolio splits by fund types, sectors and countries. The Charts
are taken from the PEF Team's portfolio analyses in mid 2002. Some charts are gross for all
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capital in the funds, while others show the net EBRD share. Appendix 4 has portfolio
provisioning notes.
1.2

Hybrid, private equity and donor supported funds.
Some early funds were hybrid pilots, mixing investments in listed and unlisted companies.
The portfolio is otherwise almost entirely private equity funds (PEFs) proper which invest in
private unquoted companies. Apart from co-investing with others in PEFs, the Bank became
principal sponsor of another PEF variety: the donor-supported (DS) funds. These were
launched in early transition environments with EBRD as sole or main investor as the risks
deterred market initiatives. Grants were secured against the high transaction costs and risks,
and were as high as 2/3 of the capital in the first launch of the 11 regional venture funds in
Russia. The post-privatisation funds (PPFs), were also launched in the mid 90s with donor
funding towards their management costs.
The DS commitments peaked by 1998. Later launches were for 3 SME funds under the EUEBRD framework in accession countries. These funds are taken on by managers of existing
PEFs and build on a "piggy back" concept. It aims to share capacity and some overheads
between the "master" fund and the SME fund, compensating the high SME handling costs.
There are normally no grants or loss protection elements but the EU takes profits "holidays"
as one concession. There are three ongoing tests of the model in the Czech and Slovak
Republics, in Hungary and in the Baltics. These are still too early to assess, while the Bank
plans four-five similar SME funds under the framework.
Some earlier SME funds with a fairly small share of the overall portfolio have had quite
mixed results. The DS funds are mostly structured as managed accounts as the EBRD
consolidates holdings via funds where it has over 50 per cent of the capital on its own balance
sheet. This constrained the ability of the funds to take majority stakes even as an exit strategy
and has required special forms of monitoring.

1.3

Typologies, Venture capital (VC) type funds vs. Expansion/buyout funds. The Review
took the main groups in the PEF Team's database, but replaced the "early stage" term as it
might indicate the stage or maturity of the investment environment as well as that of investee
firms. Some of the key data are presented in Table I on the following page:
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Table I: Main EBRD fund typologies, amounts in EUR equivalent1
EBRD supported funds
by 2nd Quarter, 2002

Average
fund size
total (millon)

EBRD commitment
(million) and average
% of fund totals

Average subinvestment
size (million)

A. 25 VC-TYPE FUNDS
(early expansion
investments and in some
start-up companies)

34

219 - 28%

1.9

B. 15 First generation
DS-FUNDS
(mostly RVFs and PPFs
for expansions & some
start-ups; newly lifted RVF
caps for bigger stakes)

36

505 - 89 %

2.32

C. 2nd Generation
DS funds
(Principally new SME-funds
under the EBRD/EU
framework)

41

9.8 - 24 %3

1 maximum.

D. 26 EXPANSION/
BUY-OUT FUNDS
(Investing in bigger existing
companies for development
stake-taking, MBOs)

119

662 -23 %

6.4

Most funds in Group A declared ambitious "hands-on" reform support intentions. This would
help increase the gains from a few outperforming stakes to compensate low yielding or loss
investments and costs in the usual VC fashion. The funds have a clear but not exclusive SME
focus and took average stakes below USD 2 million. Timely exit sale of these holdings
proved difficult, however. Efforts to realise mature holdings while managing the many other
holdings and the workout cases stretched many managers’ capacity beyond the means and
incentives.
The DS funds had similar intervention aims, as the RVFs in Russia and the PPFs which
represent most of the commitments. But, like the VC-type funds, they had much slower than
projected portfolio build. The low realisation rate of their portfolios could impact negatively
on the returns, in spite of the TC grants for handling costs.
The expansion/buy-out funds (Group D) have by far the biggest average capital (USD 119
million) and size of sub-investments (USD 6.4 million in average committed stakes). The
active company interventions of these bigger funds are typically in strategic, control and
governance fields and by facilitating mergers and/or acquisitions to affect sector structures.
The expansion/buy-out fund managers' strength in these fields is more crucial than any direct
operations support. Instead these funds use their influence and networks to ensure that
competent key managers are in place, e.g. as CFOs or as marketing/sales directors. These
funds benefited from the returns to scale in the PEF industry, in particular when successful
1

B and C excludes small and partly terminated SME-funds (Caresbac and SEAF managed) and restructuring funds in former
Yugoslavia. A handful PEFs could be under A or D as strategies changed.
2
The DS average excludes the mostly much smaller Caresbac/SEAF funds' stakes.
3
The EBRD share in 3 EU-framework SME funds would be closer to 1/3 if adding indirect holdings via "master funds".
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managers raised follow-on funds. Group D has better exit records and financial return
indications than the VC-type and DS funds.
1.4

Bigger PE funds with regional outlook dominate EBRD's new commitments.
Expansion/buy-out funds represent close to 50 per cent of the past EBRD commitments in US
dollar terms and the fastest expansion of new signings. The share of new DS frameworks fell
materially from 1998.

1.5

The CEE region dominates the geographic split. The Bank also focused its recent fund
commitments geographically. The dominant share of CEE countries with the best investment
conditions for funds is clear from the geographic splits in Appendices 3 and 6.

1.6

Central Asia and the Caucasus proved difficult environments for PEFs
The holdings in Central Asia and the Caucasus remain with a very small share of the total as
shown in Appendices 3 and 6. Material constraints emerged for PEF investments in most of
the peripheral low-transition regions, whether the funds were donor-supported or not. In
Central Asia and the Caucasus, the EBRD sought a compensating presence with its heavily
TC-dependent Direct Investment Fund (DIF) program for small equity stakes.4 One big
regional fund for CIS, the AIG sponsored "Silk Road Fund", retains an optimistic manager
stance. But the Reviewers read only poor-fair outlooks into its recent progress reports,
underlining the constraints for efficient PE operation in low transition environments.

1.7

The sector split has many services and sector specific PEFs remain quite few. Appendix
6, page 3 shows that about 1/2 of the fund investments are in service and trade sectors.
Primary and energy sectors plus manufacturing account for around 1/5, slightly ahead of the
food and beverage share.

1.8

The evolving equity funds strategy of EBRD is partly implicit.
Most of the Bank's country and sector strategy papers refer in brief to private equity funds as
instruments. The Financial Institutions Sector strategy has some elaboration, while its latest
version stems from as early as 1999.5 The PEF Team has gradually evolved implicit strategy,
as reflected in its annual reviews to management.6 Some reasons why the Bank can now aim
at a more explicit and targeted strategy are given in Chapters 5-6.

4

See PED evaluation of DIF, PED Report No. PE01-176S.
See the Financial Sector Operations Policy of 9 July 1999, BDS 99-63-Final, pages 3, 8, 15 and 27, and the SME-strategy of
2 July 1999, BDS 99-74.

5

6

The annual review of 2001 is a good example of the evolving implicit equity funds strategy of the Bank. The report of June
2002 by the PEF Team to OpsCom has the clearest implications to date building on comprehensive portfolio and performance
analyses and can help further strategy elaboration. by the Bank.
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Focus and method of the Review.
Strategic Focus: This Review assesses transition impact linking it to sustainability under the
Bank's mandate. The Executive Summary presents the main conclusions and
recommendations.
Method: This included (a) Study of approval, progress and portfolio reports as well as prior
evaluations7; (b) Review of portfolio analyses as of June 2002; c) Interviews with
sponsors/managers of 31 selected funds listed in Appendix 1, being a reasonably
representative portfolio sample. d) Comments on emerging strategic issues were received
from members of the PEF Team which also assisted for data collection.
Limitations: For practical reasons and as its focus is strategic, this Review excluded
company visits to any of the current ca 700 sub-projects, and the findings should be seen in
this light. Experience of similar investments and environments helped the Reviewers address
investee reports in reasonably informed perspective. The Bank's records do not, allow splits
by turnover, capitalisation, employment, sponsor types, or start-ups vs. expansion
investments. This left some conclusions to be based on more general patterns and qualitative
information. Property funds and some reconstruction funds in former Yugoslavia are atypical
for PEFs at large and not covered.
No environment or health and safety (H&S) focus: The biggest sector share is in services but
some primary, energy and manufacturing fund deals needed full audits and action plans. The
Bank's conditions were generally accepted by fund managers and co-investors, while
reporting standards varied as requirements seemed onerous at times. The conditions were still
seen by respondents to mitigate risks that any equity investor needed to address, while small
stakes in big firms had low direct influence.

2. TRANSITION IMPACT, ADDITIONALITY
2.1

The evolving transition rationale for funds. The fund approvals in most of the 90's had the
following key justifications:
¨ Offer and catalyse finance to many companies via efficient fund vehicles: Funds can
help narrow supply gaps for scarce risk capital to private businesses and SMEs in
particular and handle numerous small stakes as wholesale intermediaries more efficiently
than the EBRD as direct investor.
¨ Privatisation and "hands-on" intervention for economic externalities: Active
ownership and know-how transfer can demonstrate market driven reform and viable
investee firms can improve competition and growth with links to expand markets. Funds
can demonstrate minority protection, transparency, good governance and set new standards
also in environmental and health and safety fields.
¨ Achieving good investment returns. Good incentives, structuring and fund managers can
bring good net returns to investors. High risks and transaction cost in low transition
environments and SME equity can be compensated by donor grants making net returns
about equal the anticipated gross returns.

7

See Mid Term Review of the RVFs, OPER NO: PE 97-66S of August 1997 and the Special Study of PPFs of September
2001, Oper No: PE -164 S. The Reviewers found the former thematic reviews more useful than most of the individual fund
evaluations. The latter were generally performed at early stages of the life span of the funds, not yielding firm conclusions.
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¨ Institutional merits. The early focus was stimulation of local stock markets by bringing
ready companies for IPO listings.
2.2

A changing focus in recent fund investment proposals towards institutional merits. Study
of 25 fund investment proposals and approval documents in 1999-mid 2002 showed an
interesting development. The PEF Team proposals have clearly shifted towards more
emphasis on the institutional justifications, principally in fostering efficient equity fund
infrastructures.
So far, investment proposal comments by the Bank's economists suggest, however, that they
see a need for more convincing indication that the fund infrastructure justification can be
valid more widely. Their comments suggest that the case is still not as strong in other CEE
countries or in Russia's advancing regions as that brought with Poland's consolidating PE
industry and a handful of other cases. The economists therefore retain a focus on what funds
may achieve via know-how and reform intervention on the investee level and on the derived
wider impact in the economy such as via restructuring demonstration. Their recent
commentaries also reflect on the institutional dimension but with more caution than some
Equity Fund Team proposals.
The Reviewers conclude that issue is not investee intervention merits versus institution
building potentials. The question is instead if PEF investments by the EBRD may look to the
combined potentials in those two main dimensions as elaborated in Table II under Section 2.3
below. This would be in line with what the Bank practices for its financial sector operations at
large. It is true that the institutional "events line" is easier to identify for reform towards an
efficiently regulated and mature banking sector than in the case of private equity funds. In the
opinion of the Reviewers, this is an area where the Bank can build on its increasing wealth of
experience from private equity funds in the region. Continued close collaboration between the
Equity Funds Team and the economists of the Bank can thus help deepen the understanding
on both sides of the prospects and constraints for the particular PEF instrument. For instance,
the economists are justified in noting that good financial performance of a fund is a necessary,
albeit not universally sufficient condition for a good transition impact. By contrast, if the
basic assumption of the fund instrument cannot be met (i.e. good prospects to select, manage
and fundamentally to realise the investments at a capital gain) there would be no good
transition rationale to select this particular form of intermediation. The Reviewers conclude
that this applies even if transaction costs for active investee reform support in such cases were
financed by grant or concession funds. Conversely, the Reviewers saw that enduring
professional fund manager capacity for strong investee intervention was built mainly in the
bigger funds and in particular in cases where successful managers raised repeat funds.
It may be added that a PE industry took long to take root even in some advanced OECD
countries. But the region presents other kinds of opportunities on imperfect markets apart
from the constraints. Moreover, the emerging portfolio experience highlights some serious
efficiency and incentive constraints for the "hands-on" outlook by venture-capital oriented
funds. As a result, there can be good mandate and efficiency reasons for a positive probe into
the alternative institution building prospects. A key question is if these may be enhanced with
more explicit strategic focusing of the Bank's continued fund investments. Chapters 5-6
elaborate on the issue and draw conclusions.

2.3

An annotated transition matrix with assessments for equity funds. The matrix in Table II
on the following page summarises the assessments of the Review under each main indicator:
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Table II: Transition Impact Matrix for Private Equity Funds
INVESTEE
INTERVENTION for
wider impact

Assessed General
Achievements
to date

Prospects - In Advanced
Environments

-Privatisation, or postprivatisation supporting
investments or those
expanding private
sector output share

Marginal: PPF
evaluation of 2001 saw
privatisation as
unrealistic. Low outreach for output
expansion
Marginal-Good:
Some via appraisals.
Frequent hands-on
operations support
given, but with falling
endurance

Marginal; mass
privatisation era is over.
General private sector
expansion via funds remains
constrained by low
comparative out-reach
Marginal- Good: Mostly to
demonstrate strategic
direction & MIS/control
benefits. Costs & capacity
limit the scope for
operational support to
SMEs.
Good, provided quality
control & strategic influence
brought by strong, efficient
fund managers.

- Know how, e.g. in
strategy, business op:n,
financial management,
improved systems,
methods, controls
-More competition in
investee sectors
-Market expansion,
via growth of firms,
restructuring, market
links to suppliers,
customers

Marginal-Good:
Varied results with
mixed performance and
sustainability.
Marginal-Satisfactory:
Low comparative
outreach of funds
relative to invested
amounts, risks

-Demonstrate enterprise reform,
entrepreneurship, better
returns; Catalyse debt,
other risk capital, incl.
ultimately from local
capital markets.
-Set new standards in
corporate governance,
environment and H&S
areas, and in reports,
audits, transparency
INSTITUTIONAL
-Local fund lobby on
gnrl business climate &
finance sector reform

Unsatisfactory-Good;

-Stimulate local PE
infrastructure, as part
of financial markets for
efficient risk capital
allocation
-Demonstrate asset
class to international
investors, catalysing
more market finance
through the region

-"-

- In Low and Most
Intermediate Transition
Environments
Unsatisfactory: Little
mass privatisation. Funds
unsuitable to take on big
enterprises. High
systemic constraints.
MarginalUnsatisfactory: Material
manager recruitment &
capacity constraints;
Grants no full mitigation.
Marginal: Know-how
constraints and market
distortions constrain the
potential

- " -

Unsatisfactorymarginal: Funds still
expensive, risky vehicles;
business and intervention
risks and for exits curb
potentials

Satisfactory-Marginal:
Still low wider demo of
new stds. (Cf. widely
publicised disputes on
listed corporates)

Good for large influential
investments. Marginalunsatisfactory for SMEfunds still with universal
exit constraints & high
handling cost. Repeat funds
catalysed finance best.
Good, while aims depend on
strong owner intervention.
Best demo potential via
significant minority stakes
with realistic exit routes

Marginal;
Limited influence yet
but VC-associations
were facilitated

Satisfactory-Good, if a fund
industry emerges, builds
networks and gains size &
credibility.

Marginal-Satisfactory.
Stimulate fund industry
& PE profession with
rounds of IFI, DFI and
market finance for
improved cap'l
allocation.
Marginal

Satisfactory-Good;
May rest with enduring
similar IFI, DFI support
over the cycles to the best
managers' repeat launches,
establishing finance houses,
improving finance markets
Marginal- Satisfactory:
Market volatility, few
valuation bench- marks.
But structured long-term
EBRD portfolio build
strategy could help
benchmark most conducive
sub-regions over time.

Unsatisfactory: Local
incentives may favour
rent seeking; Low
success chances & lobby
potential
Unsatisfactory. Systemic
business and exit
constraints; low
professional fund
manager attraction even
if grants available.

-Highly mixed
performance & return
indications; lowest
from small investments

Recent performance
analyses by EBRD help
dialogue prospects
with informed
investors, but remain
only indicative

Marginal:
High transaction costs &
mostly low inherent local
incentives for raised
standards.

Poor- Marginal: Few
prospects in low
transition countries and
sub-regions; some in
second-wave EU
accession countries as
they mature and via
regional funds.
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Linking transition impact to longer-term returns. For sustainability, demonstration and
efficiency reasons a satisfactory return seems a condition and the best general proxy for
transition impact from fund investments under the EBRD mandate. The recent portfolio
records indicate that the best performance prospects exist in relatively advanced transition
environments, that bigger funds can be more sustainable than small, and that bigger average
holdings have better prospects than small-medium SME stakes of USD 0.1-2 million (cf.
Chapter 3).
Fair-poor potentials emerged for most fund investments in the low transition environments,
whether donor-supported or not. This justifies the Bank's continued concentration on funds as
intermediaries for its financing to private enterprises principally to CE, parts of the Balkans
and the more advanced Russia regions.

2.5

Goal conflicts in SME-funds can impair the potentials
A big hurdle in all parts of the region remains the illiquidity of SME-holdings in general.
There are hardly any IPO prospects on any stock markets for these small stakes and yet few
trade sale opportunities to local buyers, apart from little attraction of small stakes to any
foreign investors. Another constraint has been structuring and funding difficulties to
compensate for high transaction and management costs in view of low efficiency. This is due
to the diseconomies of scale for SME funds. Moreover, the first DS funds showed that good
incentives for quality manager inputs over time are difficult to construe. There are also
indications in the portfolio that grant-based operation may at worst compromise a good
commercial culture and discipline. Transition impact can suffer in such cases from potentially
negative demonstration of performance and of the fund instrument. This is quite apart from
the weariness of entrepreneurs to cede control and the general skills and governance
constraints in the region.
The Reviewers conclude that under its mandate, EBRD needs to look to SME funds as more
than "one-off" delivery mechanisms for IFI and DFI financing with explicit or implicit
subsidies.

2.6

Some case illustrations
3.6.1 VC-type PE funds. The typical early VC-type fund would have one or two dozen
investments after 5-7 years, mostly behind plans. The stakes ranged from EUR 0.5-3 million
with an average below USD 2 million. A minority had good performance indications. But
illiquidity of the holdings and diseconomies of scale in management affected most of the
funds negatively. So did the early structuring deficiencies, addressed in more recent funds.
The Hungarian Equity Partners' case overleaf is an illustration.
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Hungarian Equity Partners (HEP) of 1995. EBRD would invest 1/3 of the targeted USD 50 million for

this successor to the Hungarian American Enterprise fund. But HEP could only commit USD 32 million
in 7 years. Then, 8 of 9 holdings had been sold or written off with a negative gross overall return. The net
result would suffer additionally from high relative operating costs with the various delays and lacking
returns to scale in handling of small holdings. Private banks and institutions were co-investors and one
co-sponsor withdrew early, in hindsight a risk indicator.
The investments took long and some came into early distress. The structuring lacked fully aligned
interests. Unclear investment strategies and breaches strained the manager-investor relations. The initial
staffing underestimated the investment challenges in Hungary and projections stayed over-optimistic for
long as more experienced replacement staff came too late. The carry incentive vanished as the outlooks
worsened. These factors hampered quality reform intervention in the investee firms. The fund has low
sustainability and could not offer good training opportunities for local staff making for a low institution
building impact.
- The Review assessed transition impact as marginal with a medium-high risk to realised further potential.
The investors may see only a 50-60 per cent return of capital with resulting poor prospects for any followon fund raising to foster competition in risk capital provision.

A more promising recent case is Nova Polonia in Poland, building on good past manager
records:
Nova Polonia, a "graduating" fund manager in Poland. The local manager of this newly raised fund
had successfully managed one NIF privatisation fund. On the strength of this record, EBRD committed
EUR 10 million in 2001 to "Nova Polonia's" target capital of EUR 50 million for a continuous but not
exclusive SME investment orientation. The launch underlined the prior experience of the local
partner/manager professionals, not relying on "fly-in" experts, having long-run commitment to the
country with personal carry incentives.
The early investments were justifiably cautious in the current business climate in Poland and remain early
to assess. Senior management of this fund think that EBRD should back promising local teams early and
vigorously, that the Bank should be deeply involved in investment committees with seasoned nominees
and that the EBRD can set new contractual standards for investors, managers and staff of funds in the
region.
- The reviewers concur in principle: the potential for a good transition impact is assessed as better in the
Nova Polonia case than from many earlier vintages of VC-type funds. Its structuring and incentives take
into account the Bank's past experience and lessons.

2.6.2 Donor supported RVFs in Russia and their consolidation prospects.
The RVF experience demonstrated that even high inputs of donor support may not overcome
the basic constraints in regions at quite early stages of transition or with peripheral location
(see overleaf):
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The RVF launch in Russia and the recent consolidation process: 11 RV funds started in 1994-1996 in
as many regions. The uniform model for each had USD 30 million capital from EBRD plus 20 million of
grants toward fees and costs, to be secured from bilateral donors and the EU. The awarded manager
contracts required 10 per cent co-investments in investees, well below the fee amounts. A Mid-Term
Review of 1997 (PE 97-66S) found that the manager consortia and the Bank lacked some VC expertise
and that partly tied TC-funding constrained efficient recruitment and handling. But performance was still
too early to tell. The subsequent portfolio build was a lot slower than projected and the recent joint RVF
records show only 10 exits from close to 100 sub-projects. Evidence has mounted of excessive investment
constraints in the peripheral low transition regions. The Bank as sole fund investor initiated several fund
manager changes and cut some of the frameworks. It agreed with the better performing fund managers to
take over other RVFs with terminated managers. As part of the process, the Bank lifted the regional
confines and some investment caps to help realistic deal sourcing. By mid-2002, the process had cut the
RVF managers from 11 to 6 with plans for further consolidation.
Two of the 3-4 strongest RVF managers (Norum, Quadriga) are now poised to expand their PE business
in Russia under bridge and follow-on funds from EBRD and other parties. This is after the Bank approved
follow-on investments in 2002 to this end. The GIMV-led consortium and the Russia Partner group also
looked to expansions.
The RVF graduation process has a transition rationale in seeking to assist more sustainability, removing
some excessive prior investment constraints. But the transformation faces the following identified risks:
(i) Integration with local succession of expatriate professionals lags to various degrees. An increased rate
seems needed as the best local PE competition showed the strengths with genuine long-term commitment
to Russia from well incentivised local partners and professionals. (ii) Some expansion candidates among
the RFV managers lack strong strategic PE-industry backup incentives: For, example, leadership of the
funds managed by the Norum consortium still depend crucially on one key senior fly-in expert. (iii) Other
cases may see some lingering grant culture for expatriate secondments delay professional localisation.
(iv) More distress in the existing portfolios than projected and exit delays remain risks which are linked to
the progress of Russia's economy and reforms.

This Review concludes that the more successful RVFs had an impact through various staff
and expert interaction with Russian enterprises. It involved many more local managers and
firms than the current ca 100 investee firms with some more intense intervention. However,
the low relative outreach still makes for a marginal transition impact when weighing in the
risks and the high costs. But the framework was launched when it was still difficult to
interpret the regions' economies or the scope for PEFs, and the EBRD sought to expand its
investments while being innovative. The current RVF consolidation and graduation efforts
aim justifiably to support more sustainable financial intermediation, phasing out grants and
concessions.
2.6.3. Donor Supported PPFs and their "graduation". A mid-term review of five of the
six PPFs made by PED in 2001 found some similar transition impact merits at investee level
as noted above for the RVFs in Russia8: there was intensive interaction and micromanagement support to the investee enterprises. That the intended post-privatisation focus
was abandoned in response to changed conditions was seen as a lesser issue. The evaluators
were more concerned with performance: efficiency seemed low in management of the typical
EUR 0.3-3 million minority stakes, taken mostly in private medium-size enterprises. The
PPFs had very slow portfolio building pace, high relative handling costs and yet unconvincing
exit realisation records and prospects. The 2001 evaluation assessed the transition impact as
"marginal" with high risks to realised further potential. It did not elaborate on any graduation
prospects in a wider institutional dimension.

8

See Special Study of the PPFs of September 2001, PE00-164S
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The Bank made no follow-on PPF commitments. Instead, it proposed in 2002 to close one of
the weakest managed PPFs, apart from having initiated prior manager changes upon
unsatisfactory performance. Any "graduation" may indeed have low prospects for some PPFs.
For example, those in Kazakhstan, Slovakia and Bulgaria have combined investment
environment and management problems to varying degrees. But the Reviewers found that the
PPF in the Baltics and that in Ukraine (not in the 2001 Review), and possibly the Romania
PPF, still may have some potential for graduation. One may draw parallels with the currently
more successful PEFs in Poland and the Czech and Slovak republics: several did have their
roots in early donor-supported initiatives at those countries' early transition stages. Some
successful PE fund sponsors and managers in Russia have similar origins, pointing to the
rationale for a graduation outlook with appropriate longer-term outlooks and endurance of the
Bank.
The Baltic PPF has been presented as a graduation candidate as the managers seek to raise
follow-on funding from the Bank and other parties:
Baltic PPF:
EBRD committed over 95 % of the capital close to EUR 30 million. The manager in Stockholm set up
local Baltic offices and undertook to invest amounts equalling about 1/5 of the fees. The fees and costs
are in a fairly normal range for private equity funds and met essentially by EU PHARE grants. Since its
start in 1996, the fund invested EUR 23 million in 9 projects. The progress records suggest better than
average PPF fund and investee performance. The fund benefited from comparatively good business
conditions in the Baltic countries. These attracted considerable interest from investors in Nordic
neighbour countries, which should help some exits via trade sales. It is notable, however, that no Nordic
DFI or other investors participated in the fund.
The exit record remains too early to judge: the fund achieved one successful exit, has two more underway
and reports good prospects for a handful of the other stakes, mainly via trade sales. The manager
considers its capabilities and strategy as "hands-on". This is not contradicted by the records or interviews,
although proof of the actual influence and endurance lies in the performance of investees and the
projected disinvestments.
The Bank was in dialogue with the manager in 2002 on the prospects to raise a succession fund with
market co-investors as the PPF was nearing full investments. It is notable that it competes to some extent
with other funds with a VC-orientation, as the Baltic Investment Fund for similar size investments. A
follow-on fund with no further grants could offer opportunity to broaden the investor base, reduce the
relative risks to the Bank and enhance competition in the regional private equity industry.
-The Review assessed the transition impact potential of the Baltic PPF as good with medium-high
attendant risks, which lie principally in the exit constraints for smaller stakes.
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The Ukraine PPF is another recently emerged candidate for follow-on financing, clearly
illustrating the need for longer-term outlooks:
Ukraine PPF:
The Bank committed 90 % of the EUR 30 million fund capital and Dutch FMO co-invests in companies.
Dutch grant funds were secured for management costs at normal levels for private equity. The startup and
portfolio build suffered from early manager changes and the complex Ukraine environment. Over 20
smaller investments were targeted while about 10 are now expected as the fund nears full investments.
New capital needs to be raised to continue investing with retained local manager development
momentum. But raising new funds meets the same slow-cycle constraint as elsewhere in the region:
performance remains too early to assess as indicative investment and exit records take much longer than
first expected. The western managers have PE records from the Euroventures network and the key
persons are committed to co-invest. Senior expertise was partly fly-in initially. But localisation has
progressed with apparent good insight into local business and the slow-reforming investment
environment. The fund has a stake in a clearly outperforming bottling firm, one complete write-off and
holdings in a range of food and consumer businesses. They can have good prospects in populous Ukraine,
while some are import based with macro-economic and regulatory risk.
To widen sustainable investment opportunities and help reach a full portfolio build, many investment
restrictions were removed. But raising new capital, as discussed between the manager and current
sponsors in 2002, seems realistic only with repeat funding from EBRD and perhaps from FMO. The grant
provider was approached for bridge support as part of the consultations and looks to enterprise
development in Ukraine and potential Dutch business links.
The Reviewers assess the transition impact potential as marginal-good, but with high attendant risks. The
private-equity environment in Ukraine remains difficult, as illustrated by the Bank's parallel investment in
the Ukraine Fund. It has no grants but high dependence on its IFI supporters as others seem weary of the
country risks.

2.6.4 The SME funds paradox: under-funded, but expensive.
The early generations of SME funds targeted quite small stakes and faced the usual high
transaction costs. The grants towards management costs proved insufficient in the light of
what would have been needed for full professional handling with a degree of specialisation.
The schemes, as designed, could not secure enduring backup and presence of senior private
equity expertise. It also proved difficult to create a good structure and incentives as
managers sought to compensate budget shortfalls with service fees, loans and other activities
incompatible with the PEF concept.
The under-funded SME funds still seem expensive, when looking at the actual quality of the
inputs and achievements. The apparent paradox can be traced to the fundamental goal
conflicts with high transaction costs, sub-optimal scale and, more fundamentally, to the
difficulties in achieving timely exits for small stakes.
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An SME fund in Bulgaria is an illustration:
The Caresbac Bulgaria SME fund: The Bank committed EUR 4.6 million in 1994 towards the EUR
9.2million SME fund with USAID and the sponsor/manager as co-investors. Only ca 1/3 of the capital
was disbursed into 21 stakes, ranging from EUR 0.1-0.4 million, when the EBRD initiated a stop to new
investments to concentrate on realisations by the fund's expiry.
The management relied on local staff, few expatriate secondments plus fly-in support, as full
specialisation could not be contained in the TC-supported budget for this small fund. The EBRD had no
intense monitoring at the early investments stage. Later on, a dedicated regional office banker warned on
distress in the portfolio. The following disinvestment stage unveiled several shortcomings, from selection
and due diligence to legal structures and terms for the holdings.
The Bank invested in a range of similar SME funds in the region under Caresbac or SEAF management,
with links to CARE, active world-wide in micro- and SME lending. But the managers and investors faced
a joint learning curve: no state-of- the-art existed in equity finance to quite small SMEs in the same way
as for micro- and SME loans. The Bulgaria fund had no effective termination clause, while the Bank had
closed similar funds in Russia as their problems emerged. The collaboration continues in other funds in
Poland, the Baltics and the Balkans, while strained in part. Governance and control issues surfaced in one
of the funds, highlighting that sub-optimal size and goal conflicts can make SME funds prone and
vulnerable to control deficiencies.
Transition impact from the Bulgaria fund was rated by the operation leader as close to "none" with high
risks reflecting the low efficiency and sustainability. The Reviewers concur, but for partly differing
reasons: there was still some good support to the companies and no universal losses. The justification lies
more in the excessive goal conflicts of the selected investment vehicle, than lacking earnest of the
manager and staff. The fund as designed could not realistically meet the Bank's particular sustainability
requirements. Co-investors in this SME fund and some others took more of a general development
outlook, less focused on the wider demonstration and institutional impact, or on cost efficiency.

2.6.5 Expansion/buy-out funds in Group D
A prominent example of expanding funds at the bigger end of the spectrum with the best
sustainability outlooks is the Polish Private Equity Fund and its followers:
The Polish Private Equity and Enterprise Funds: The first "Polish Enterprise Fund" of 1992s was
heavily US government funded. EBRD joined the first raised fund and committed EUR 130 million
equivalent into three of four vintages, its biggest commitment to any fund manager. The first fund was
clearly successful yielding over 30 per cent gross and 20 per cent net returns to investors. This helped
succession funds of almost EUR 0.4 billion to be raised. A senior member of US Patrikof partners helped
create a team of strong Polish professionals. Six local partners now have manifest skills in restructuring
and downscaling of medium-large privatised companies, reforming management, introducing adequate
controls and reporting. The group was the first in the region to reach significant returns to scale in private
equity and is now a leading investor in Poland and Central Europe. The partners became influential in
lobbies for good investment conditions and the demonstration effect has been significant.
It became possible to raise third party funds upon the early US and EBRD support. But more recent
downturns in the Polish economy and the equity fund markets generally indicate that enduring EBRD
participation can remain a necessary comfort over the cycles. This emerged in one of the most successful
manager's further fund raising endeavours for the more advanced transition economies. The manager
indicated that the Bank's anchoring could be critical for a time ahead and that the added credibility
compensated for the special EBRD conditions and procedures.
The experience from this case highlights the need for longer-term perspective when aiming to support the
emergence of a private equity fund industry infrastructure. - The transition impact of the Bank's
participation is rated as excellent in view of the good returns, demonstration and sustainability.

So far, there are only a handful of similar success cases. Some promising candidates include
the DBG Osteuropa fund and a few others operating regionally in CEE and in Russia/CIS.
The Bank supported the second and third generation Innova Capital funds (jointly raising ca
EUR 235 million in 1998 and 2000), and notably the Baring Vostok Fund for Russia/CIS.
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The Baring Vostok success as the leading Russian PEF manager originates from the Barings
fund of the early 90's. Its "graduation" history has interesting parallels and contrasts with the
Framlington Russia/CIS fund:
The Barings and Baring Vostok funds vs. the Framlington Russia fund of 1993. Both started as
"hybrids" for listed and unlisted stakes. The Barings fund did well. EBRD invested ca EUR 65 million in
the Baring Vostok repeat fund, raising ca USD 205 million in 2000. The Framlington fund struggles to
realise a mixed portfolio by its imminent expiry.
"GRADUATION" SUCCESS FACTORS. The Review saw 4 main factors:
¨
¨
¨
¨

Sponsor/manager strength: The Barings Group had PEF experience; Framlington lacked this at the
exploratory entry in 1993.
Strategic focus and direction: Both switched from "hybrids" to PEFs, while Barings earlier on with
better targeting (avoiding Framlington's focus on investee firms with western strategic investors),
helped by clearer strategic direction including from the EBRD.
Timing, luck: The Barings fund sold its listed stocks before the 1998 financial crisis, while
Framlington only later on (but before the recent rally).
Incentives, localisation: Framlington lost carry prospects early on, relied on expatriates with weak
incentives as no repeat activity was in sight. By contrast, the Baring Vostok successor has strong
incentives, combining expatriate and local professionals as partners and key managers with backup and
good will from Barings. The key professionals have deep long-term commitment to success of the
Russian business.

The Review found an excellent transition impact in the Baring Vostok case. It is now the leading PEF
partnership in Russia/CIS with a strong demonstration and mobilisation record, rendering an excellent
transition rating with good prospects along with continued Russian growth and economic reforms.
Conversely, the Framlington Fund could not establish a good private equity record for an efficient
continued role in the PEF industry.

As elaborated in Chapters 5-6, the Review concluded that the EBRD should retain its focus on
the mainstream bigger funds for sustainability and longer-term institution building reasons.
2.7

Influencing transition impact via investment strategies, approvals, and selections.
The Bank affects investment strategies in its selection of PE funds and by asserting their
compliance with its policies. This includes adherence to good governance and environmental
standards. The Bank also brings geographic and sector confines to the region and to exclude
businesses like gambling. Influence via nominations to advisory boards and investment
committees falls within the limited partnership structure, constraining vetoes. General
partners and managers seemed, however, generally prepared to consult on borderline cases,
being appreciative of concerns of the Bank as a leading investor.
A series of internal audit reports have helped the EBRD identify and rectify significant
control, governance and integrity problems, especially in some managed account funds where
the Bank's special responsibilities compelled timely action. Towards the same end, the PEF
Team initiated an external audit of a first generation SME-fund with signs of inadequate
controls, leading to justified consultations with its manager.9
The audits have been instrumental in monitoring of control and governance issues. A wider
mandate and structuring issue for funds was raised in recent EBRD internal audit reports on
DS funds, which noted that transition impact is not currently a sub-project selection criterion

9

Interviews with manager and sponsor representatives made the Reviewers conclude that consultations may be needed with
the co-investors on the fundamental goal conflicts in the applied SME-fund formula from the EBRD mandate perspective,
seeking structural future solutions.
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for managers and IC's. The internal auditors put forward that the Bank should direct fund
managers to address the transition impact potential in their selection and due diligence of
investee companies. The Reviewers on their part would note that the concept of funds and the
incentives of this kind of intermediary are alien to the proposed level of intervention by the
Bank. This includes the DS funds in principle, in spite of their managed proprietary fund
structures.
When the Bank selects funds as intermediaries, it must accept that their management needs to
be driven principally by return prospects within the given strategy. Operational intervention
beyond strategic and standards conditions would clearly risk compromising the incentives and
efficiency of the market-driven instrument. It could in fact reduce longer-term transition
impact by negative demonstration of funds as sustainable instruments. The catalyst and
financial institution building prospects could suffer if potential market co-investors saw the
funds as development instruments rather than return-orientated. This would curb any
prospects for DS funds to raise follow-on generation funds from markets. The Review
concludes, therefore, that influence of the EBRD cannot be exerted on investee company
levels via equity funds in the same way as in the selection and management of the Bank's
direct investments.

2.8

Additionality and the assessed catalyst role of the Bank.
Almost unexceptionally the Bank's fund investments clearly met the additionality test with
little indications of replaced or crowded out market investors. The catalyst role was
significant, albeit lower than implied by the average 3/4 co-investor ratios for PEFs. One
reason is that other IFIs and DFIs with investment remits in the region were common coinvestors. The region was also in some vogue in the booming 90's, when private western
investors diversified into emerging markets. But the Bank's comfort still helped at large.
Additionality was no issue for the DS funds in the less attractive environments. To this is
added swiftly changing investor sentiment, as witnessed by fund managers in Poland: even
those with excellent records now see EBRD or other IFI or DFI investor anchoring as crucial
under the current market conditions, quite apart from any raised funds from a fledgling local
pensions industry. The kind of support would now be needed for raising even modest market
amounts. The attraction of the region sank with the 1998 Russian financial crisis. It never
fully recovered before global private equity and stock markets headed for their current
setbacks. This clearly justifies an enduring bridging outlook by the Bank.
The occasional fund raising, such as by Baring Vostok in 2000, saw the Bank co-invest
pragmatic amounts which might then have exceeded the need for a successful closing.
Approval records also have the occasional economist query if a proposed fund with strong
backers might not go ahead without the EBRD. But the region has yet to prove good overall
prospects for investors. Sponsors of many market-testing PE funds withdrew early on as it
emerged that there would be no easy returns but a need for enduring outlooks and active
sponsor support. Later on, some good sponsors in the market with longer outlooks still
redefined PE business in the region as non-core. The Euroventure Hungary and Ukraine
Funds are only two cases in point. The experience from the Norum and Quadriga "graduation"
candidates among the DS-funds also shows that these will depend on IFIs and DFIs as anchor
investors for quite some time ahead to raise any follow-on funds from markets.
Capital catalysed from third party co-investors direct into investee companies remains
marginal. This is principally as term loans remain scarce with resulting low gearings. Risk
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capital from other providers was in equal short supply, although funds in bigger markets coinvested at times into the same companies.
The potentially most influential catalyst prospect follows from the Bank's position as by far
the biggest PE fund investor in the region. The EBRD is co-investor in a high share of the
region's private equity funds and is invariably consulted on new fund initiatives. The longerrun benchmarking prospects for the Bank's PE portfolio are discussed in Chapter 4.
3. PORTFOLIO RETURN PROSPECTS
3.1

Portfolio Analyses of June 2002 signal positive to mixed return prospects. Some
encouraging signs emerged in the Bank's first comprehensive performance analysis in June
2002. This work was performed by the PEF Team for the overall EBRD funds portfolio. It
includes a range of gross and net splits and ratios, providing a good picture and starting point
as a future monitoring tool. Excerpts from the graphic presentation are given in Appendix 6.
Appendix 7 shows the structure of the underlying database and the various monitoring indices
developed by the PEF Team.
Some reasonably good signs emerge of positive return prospects from parts of the portfolio
with some demonstration potential to market investors. This follows as the Bank's committed
portfolio of EUR 1.5 billion is in about 70 funds with a joint EUR 4.6 billion raised and
committed for the region. Just under half of this amount is disbursed, reflecting rather long
investment cycles and that recently raised big funds have a good share of the committed
capital. About 30 per cent of the paid in sums had been returned to investors by early 2002.
Many of the realised holdings produced good ratios in respect of gross Distribution to Paid In
(DPI) amounts. Two closed PE funds of the earliest 1992-93 vintage had gross returns above
or close to 20 per cent. They had net IRRs to investors in the 13-15 per cent range after the
fund operating costs. (One exceptional fund may deliver over 60 per cent upon its record sale
of an internet business stake before the sector crisis.) The net IRR projections are fairly
positive overall for the expansion and buy out group of funds having the biggest share of
EBRD signings. Conversely, the tables look only poor-fair for the VC-type and DS funds,
while their exits still remain quite few.

3.2

Liquidity and valuation are key risks and performance measure constraints.
The overall return indications are mildly positive for the EBRD funds portfolio as a whole.
An eight per cent Gross IRR may seem a modest one digit figure. But it is based on realised
exit returns plus valuation of unrealised stakes with conservative EVCA principles. 10 This
total value per paid in (TVPI) based method remains, of course, a rather incomplete
representation and is justifiably not highlighted by the PEF Team. The kind of measuring
problem remains at gross and net levels alike for any growing fund of fund with a high share
of unrealised investments and lacking good valuation benchmarks.
The continuous performance indications will in the mind of the Reviewers need to show more
convincingly that PE fund investments in the region can capture high enough risk premia.
Taken together all four points in the following highlight the need for cautious longer-term
outlooks. The first two factors remain fundamental with only medium-long term solutions in
the region, while the others can be tackled by the Bank to various degrees.

10

EVCA, the European Venture Capital Association, being the principal international forum in Europe for the PE industry.
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(1) Limited exit records and low liquidity of small holdings in particular
(2) Non-symmetric EVCA valuation-principles with limitations
(3) Other measuring and projection complexities
(4) Non-discrete mix of funds in the EBRD portfolio
3.3

Exit constraints emerged for stakes under USD 2 mill. in particular.
One of the most striking outcomes of the mid-2002 analyses by the PEF Team in Appendix 6
is the poor DPI ratios for fully realised investments for stakes below USD 2 million. Low
liquidity for smaller stakes and high relative handling costs for SME-investments make for
their low return prospects. Unfortunately, the PEF Team's indicated "bright spots" (for small
deals in the TIM and food sectors and those in CEE) provide less comfort than might be
expected: closer scrutiny showed that the majority tended to be small opportunistic stakes in
medium to big enterprises, rather than SME-holdings proper. The stakes below USD 2 million
exited by DS funds and by funds in non CEE countries averaged only about 0.5 in DPI, a
clear loss even before the fund operating costs.
The realisation records still give firmer indications only for a handful of the early vintage
funds. The outcome seems reasonably promising for the expansion buy-out group with bigger
average holdings. Its overall share of exits is highest at 1/3 by numbers. This rate is not far
behind, at 30 per cent, for the VC-orientated funds. But these have far less encouraging
realisation indications for their smaller average stakes.
The time factor is crucial as the typical "J-curve" for funds assumes mostly completed
investments over 4-5 years with realisations over about as many. The first years' negative
cash-flows to investors for investments and operating costs should see the opposite with
realised gains well before a typical closure in ten years, translating into a good discounted net
IRR. That slow actual investment and exit cycles for several VC and DS funds involve high
risks of seeing a different outcome with low or negative returns is quite clear from the
performance analyses by mid 2002.
As for the RVFs and PPFs, which dominate the DS group, having mostly small investments
and still representing ca 1/3 of the Bank's commitments, their exit record at only 7 per cent by
numbers is yet too small to be conclusive. The low share of exits can be interpreted in two
ways: the PEF Team comments on a more positive note that the RVF and PPF holdings
remain young, as the investments took long. Improved conditions in Russia seem now to
enhance the trade sale prospects to liquid and expanding local businesses. In addition, some
PPFs in CEE may be posed to benefit from more foreign buyers' interest with the pending
EU-accession.
The Reviewers conclude that PE investments indeed are a "play" on improved economies and
attractiveness of the region. The poorest stakes should also mostly surface early on and be
written off, leaving others with better prospects, apart from the "dead wood" risks with
illiquid markets. However, the very constraints in the DS funds and their environments that
made for slow investments may also curb the realisation prospects for a time. The 12 holdings
of the Romania PPF provide an illustration, where the Bank is pressing for more exits in a yet
difficult environment. But the Baltic PPF also has only one recorded exit from its 9 holdings,
despite high general investor interest from the Nordic countries. This underlines the low
liquidity and attraction to foreign investors generally of small stakes. These and SME deals in
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particular seem therefore to be mostly dependent on continuous domestic reforms and growth,
although they are typically entered by funds in the medium-low transition environments.
3.4

Non-symmetric, conservative valuations as few benchmarks are yet at hand.
To value PE stakes at cost for the most part in the absence of benchmarks, such as earnings
ratios, is justified in yet undeveloped markets. The EBRD therefore applies conservative
EVCA cost-based principles for its valuations and insists that fund managers do the same in
their reports. EVCA valuation norms applied in the region will, however, seldom permit
reflection of out-performance relative to the entry valuation projections (except if supported
by firm buy offers or material trades in the stock). By contrast, PEFs should record opposite
under-performance. The combination will always make for mediocre or bad overall
indications in a growing fund of fund portfolio with a low share of realised to unrealised
holdings. The lacking liquidity of stock markets and sector benchmarks can thus make for an
asymmetric valuation. This is if diminution in value is interpreted logically as stemming from
under-performance relative to the entry valuation projections and assumptions, while very few
upside recordings can be made before actual realisation.
In practice, the current EVCA norms do, however, allow for some subjective assessment by
fund managers. In principle they may deem under-performance as temporary, believing the
business is posed to pick up soon with no resulting "permanent diminution of value".11 The
lack of benchmarks increases the risk of positive bias as under-performing fund managers in
particular can be prone to protect return reports, fees and reputations. Some SME funds
demonstrated a tendency for overly generous valuations of small businesses where the
managers were deeply involved operationally, having lost critical perspective. The Reviewers
conclude that the risk appears lower in the big professionally managed PE-funds with better
controls and balances. As discussed in Chapter 4, the Bank's internal portfolio reviews and the
PEF Team does also apply generally good controls. There may still be some risk for capacity
reasons, that the Bank may not adequately capture all developments in its huge equity funds
portfolio. The combined EVCA-based provisions by the fund managers is only about 10 per
cent. The sum of EBRD's general portfolio and specific provisions, is almost double at 19 per
cent reflecting the Bank’s practice of making its general portfolio risk provisioning at
disbursement, counter to the practice in PEFs (cf. Appendix 4, page 2).

3.5

Other valuation complexities, such as sector, country volatility. The valuation
complexities include currency conversions and risks with differing fund currencies and share
denominations, some model constraints and - more fundamentally - that past performance can
be a weak predictor in volatile investment environments and markets. Changing EUR/USD
conversions could wipe out the entire TVPI based gross return of the EBRD fund of funds to
date. The limitations with discount models appeared as the Review attempted sensitivity
analysis on the these returns, only to find that a modest 8 per cent for the portfolio would drop
by only by 4 percentage points if applying a 20 per cent discount to the unrealised valuations
to represent illiquidity risk. Similar results emerged from taking the valuations of the
unrealised TIM holdings, which represent almost 1/3 of the unrealised portfolio, down by as
much as 50 per cent. (The impact would, of course have seemed dramatic if the gross
projections had been for a 24 per cent IRR instead of a one digit return being closer to the
margin of error.)
The PEF Team projected future performance on past patterns as an illustration (cf. Appendix
6, page7). But past performance can be a risky predictor for the future. The performance by

11

The dialogue among IFIs and DFIs under the IFC Private Equity Forum received papers with a critique of the EVCA
valuation principles and proposals in early 2002 from one of the consultants who assisted this Review.
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early 2002 was, for example, heavily influenced by the telecoms, informatics and media
sector (TIM). It represented most of the realised surplus ahead of food industry holdings as
the second and only other significant gains contributor. The realisations (including the
aforementioned extraordinary TIM deal with a DPI of 26 times) clearly benefited from being
made before the full impact of the global sector crash. The Reviewers were reasonably
satisfied, however, by independent assessment by the Bank's telecoms Team of the unrealised
TIMS holdings: the sector fundamentals still appear good in the region. It has yet low
subscriber penetration ratios and good growth potentials, compared to the mature western
telecoms industry in its current crisis. Moreover, the PEF Team took care to exclude the
extraordinary one deal from one alternative main set of projections.
The aforementioned "play" on the region's reform pace and growth remains the major
prospect and risk for the Bank's fund of funds portfolio, quite in line with the EBRD mandate.
Despite the setbacks, some of the fastest advancing regions saw spectacular change of the
business conditions in the 90's. The momentum in the following decade is hard to predict. So
are the currently depressed global markets and ever changing investor fashions, making for
continued high risks and required investor premia for PE investments in the region. This of
course justifies the long term EBRD outlook.
3.6

Non-distinct mix of funds in the portfolio. The EBRD fund of funds currently represents a
range of pilot funds launched in more or less explorative fashion by the late nineties. Investors
understand mandated funds where performance is different, as long as logic prevails with
some persistency. The Reviewers concur with the PEF Team that the time has come to
prepare for more distinct portfolio build strategy, looking to the longer-term benchmark
prospects and the demonstration and catalyst role of the EBRD. Chapters 5-6 elaborate on the
options.
Section 4.6 deals with the issue of portfolio risk provisioning with some observations on the
higher total provisions for the Bank's direct equity holdings, compared to those for those via
funds.

4. BANK HANDLING AND STRUCTURING FINDINGS
4.1

Ten years of investment growth and gradually specialised handling.
The Reviewers found generally that the Bank's fund handling now meets high professional
standards in key areas. The EBRD accumulated unique insight into structuring, operation and
monitoring of funds in the region, where it is a current leading investor and authority.
Increasingly resolute distress intervention by the Bank has seen manager terminations and
restructuring, whenever the structure enabled direct influence or strong enough investor
coalitions. Management of the fund investments and the systems for the Bank's large fund of
funds portfolio are clearly improving, apart from quality contributions by the Bank's more
experienced nominees to advisory boards and investment committees.
The route was mostly learning by doing, as the early funds had to be exploratory and many
bankers were generalists rather than PE specialists. For most of the 90's the EBRD had no
effectively centralised PEF handling, rather like in the IFC with which the Bank co-invested
at times. Different teams applied models from western VC, PEF and general equity funds.
Some sponsor proposals did not get in debt probing before the Bank invested. Several early
funds therefore emerged with structuring flaws, unclear focus and poorly aligned incentives
affecting performance. The records show a multitude of early operation leaders. They also
suggest that country and sector orientation was more in focus than specialised fund structuring
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and management. Some specialisation came in the FI (Financial Institutions) and ES (Early
Stage Equity) Teams and more as they later merged within FI, forming the PEF Team.
The PEF Team in the FI group now has a small but strong core of half a dozen senior and
about as many middle and junior professionals with an insight into PE and DS funds. It
oversees structuring of all new fund investments by the Bank (excluding the distinct group of
property funds) and performs overall portfolio and funds monitoring. But country and sector
teams still initiate and manage some other funds and not all FI-professionals who work with
funds do this on a full time basis. The PEF Team forms its own informal investment
committee for the EBRD fund of funds.
The Reviewers observed that monitoring suffered at times, as assigned operation leaders
seemed to lack PE structuring insight. This and successions with weak continuity were seen.
A particular case showed how the OL could not distinguish operational problems from some
deeper structuring/focusing flaws in a sector focused VC-type fund. The reviewers saw the
latter factor as the root cause for likely looming distress calling for preventive action at that
level.
A more pronounced operation responsibility throughout the cycle under a professional funds
team would have clear portfolio management, control and monitoring advantages. It would
still not, in the eyes of the Reviewers, exclude continued sector and country expertise brought
via supervisory board and investment committee nominees.
4.2

Pioneering, multiple approaches complicated management, delayed systems. The EBRD
fund of funds was built with numerous consecutive models. To the range of VC-type and PE
funds for bigger stakes were added generations of DS funds, as described in Chapter 1. The
Review concludes that the multitude of countries, target investments and approaches
complicated management. It still stretches the Bank's capacity beyond the normal
requirements in more defined PE funds of funds on western markets. Systems procedures and
manuals development were necessarily delayed by this lack of uniformity, although the recent
progress is promising in improved tools for portfolio monitoring. The operational workload
became heavy as a result, and also left less room for strategic development.
Many of these complexities follow the special EBRD remit. The Review still sees good
efficiency justifications to seek some more strategic and operational focusing. Efficiency
would also be helped with further specialisation, building on the wealth of experience.

4.3

State-of-the-art structuring evolved as the Bank learnt by doing. The more recent fund
vintages and investment proposals reflect how the Bank acquired good insight and skills. Due
diligence is currently supported by professionals at the key stages. The fund investment
strategies have a clearer focus and the structuring better aligned incentives looking to
appraised potential conflicts of interest. The fee, hurdle and carry structuring is state-of-theart in all-essential aspects. The incentives and carry split between sponsors and key
operational team members has also recently come under more justified focus. The degree of
investor influence is more pronounced in recent structures, with key capacity undertakings by
managers and better termination conditionalities. The Bank's particular requirements on good
governance and environmental standards are reflected and monitored as evidenced in the
progress reports.
The Review concludes that the already seen concentration of some more responsibility to a
professional PEF Team helped the above achievements, which points to the gains with further
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specialisation at the monitoring and management stage. But handling remains only partly
centralised to the PEF Team. It and the FI-Team has some professionals with shared other
responsibilities and sector and country teams also contribute within the Bank's matrix
organisation. Performance and fund rating records were matched by the Reviewers against
those on the originating teams and operation leaders. After controlling for any bias by
excluding funds with ratings applied by others than the originating teams, and adjusting for
vintages, indications still emerged of better average ratings for funds originated by specialised
fund team members.
4.4

SME and DS fund solutions show signs of lacking widespread confidence
It is not surprising that as a consequence of mostly disappointing performance of the SME and
DS focussed portfolios, the enthusiasm amongst the PEF team for this type of funds seems
rather mixed. There is a combined lingering effect of uncertainty over the real levels of risk,
the complexities with the various past approaches and of the universal lack of good
sustainable models so far to tackle the goal conflicts for SME and DS funds in the riskier
environments.
The Bank's cautious new approach has concentrated on one main DS model in principal
partnership with the EU for designated SME-funds. The Reviewers conclude that there is
some synergy potential but also inherent risks in its "piggy back" model.12 Conversely, there
are handling efficiency and evaluation merits in not pursuing a diverse range of models as in
the Bank's earlier years. On balance, the Bank could therefore be justified in its plans to about
double the current number of EU-framework SME-funds.

4.5

Reporting, portfolio risk monitoring, provisioning and external validation.
The independent credit portfolio reviews of funds are influenced by prudent accounting
requirements and risk provisioning against potential losses of the invested capital more than
returns per se. This justified focus is also reflected in the regression analysis in Appendix 4. It
shows a positive but fairly weak correlation between the portfolio risk and PEF Team's
performance ratings. The Review concludes, nevertheless, that the credit review process is an
important independent complement to other monitoring by the PEF Teams and management.
The PMM format was designed for the risk management function. In the eyes of the
Reviewers it still remains unnecessarily fragmented in places, in particular for the proprietary
DS funds. Tailored revisions in PMM are reportedly complex and costly with the many links
of the system. Some streamlining (e.g. joining the current separate tables on invested amounts
and percentages held) ought still to be possible. The PEF Team supplements its current PMM
reports with a series of more conducive formats and annexes and this would be beneficial for
all PMM reports on funds, improving their value also as a management tool. Fund monitoring
reports from other teams did not always apply the same good practice, making the reports less
informative.
The PEF Team's initiative in 2002 to create a database and systems for improved performance
monitoring was a major step forward. It was preceded by plans to procure systems support
from a leading VC consultancy in Boston. The Team proceeded, however, to develop a first
system on its own as the consultancy assignment got delayed. It showed clear signs of having
underestimated the particular challenges in the region, ranging from the lack of benchmarks to

12

The SME-model under the EU framework remains with risks that hat the manager incentives remain strongest for the
"master" fund and cannot easily compel managers to retain designated SME capacity as this could reduce the intended
synergies.
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currency conversions. The PEF Team plans more collaboration with the consultancy under a
revised contract, however, looking to the potential merits with authoritative outside validation
of the sytems and outcomes. The Reviewers conclude that the experience indicates some of
the limitations with outsourced functions, in particular if contractors may not have strong
enough strategic interests in the region to mobilise the necessary insight and resources.
The portfolio approach in Credit's portfolio reviews of PEFs and DS funds alike is justified,
given the nature of equity funds. This explains the low ratio of specific provisions for PEFs to
the general portfolio provisions, compared to the ratio for direct equity investments by the
Bank. The table in page 2 of Appendix 4 shows that the combined percentage of specific and
general provisions are not materially higher for the EBRD equity funds portfolio (at 19 per
cent) than for the Bank's overall non-sovereign portfolio, at 18 per cent, while clearly below
the provisions for the Bank's direct equity at a high 33 per cent total and 20 per cent of
specific provisions.13
The Bank increasingly practices not to record profits on distributions from realised deals with
capital gains, but to book them as return of capital. The logic is that results can be safely
judged only for virtually fully invested funds with a good share of realisations. In the interim,
distributions are therefore justifiably booked as return on capital, excepting mature funds with
low portfolio risk ratings.
In principle, any realised gains on the proprietary direct holdings under DS fund frameworks
should be booked by the Bank against capital or a raised reserve and not recorded as income
from funds with medium or higher risk ratings for the above reasons until the fund has
reached sufficient maturity.
4.6

Comparing with the Bank's capacity for handling of direct equity.
It is worth mentioning that while the Bank's overall equity portfolio has produced good
returns, some comparable direct equity investments by the EBRD in local companies without
strategic sponsors have poor to mixed records. Most of the direct equity investments of the
Bank are bigger and of a different character than PEF stakes, however, and some have portage
elements when investing along with strategic sponsors ore were combined with debt.
Nevertheless, some of the Bank's direct minority equity investments in locally sponsored
companies without strategic sponsors have clearly poorer records than the comparable
expansion/buyout PEF portfolios.14 This supports more generally to route the kind of
investments via good selected intermediaries, rather than building EBRD capacity for
handling of other than quite big direct equity investments. It is also a good reason why the
Bank should strive to pursue more equity co-investments with funds, as discussed below.

13

The joint provisions for PEF holdings at 19 per cent are clearly below the 32 per cent total for the Bank's direct equity
holdings. This could be a memento although parallels are difficult to draw with the differing character and vintage of the
portfolios. The difference lies in the high specific provisions (at 19 per cent) for the direct equity, compared to the much lower
percentage for the PEFs, at only 3 per cent and follows the portfolio outlook for PEFs. There is a potential risk that parts of the
PEF portfolio could be underprovisioned, not fully reflecting the realisation constraints for smaller holdings in particular. The
Bank's risk management group is aware of this risk which it monitors closely.
14

The Review looked to direct investments without portage elements or strategic sponsors in the general industry group and
their risk provisions and found that the Bank was generally not a successful investor in direct equity minorities in companies
with local sponsors after a series of loss cases emanating from the mid-nineties. The Bank became more cautious towards this
kind of direct equity investments. The Bank was rarely successful in these as reform driver when it took minority stakes.
Similar direct holdings in other sectors, like telecommunications and agribusiness were generally too few for firm conclusions.
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Use of the co-investment facility. The Bank and the PEF Team presented efficiency reasons
for an approved procedure whereby the EBRD can invest direct equity alongside with funds,
benefiting from synergy in due diligence, appraisals, approvals as well as in management of
the holdings. The option has, however, not been used to date. There would hardly be any
double exposure issue, given that the Bank's exposure limits still remain far above the
perceivable amounts and that the limits would be monitored.15 Instead, the review found the
following reasons: a) lacking familiarity with the facility in the organisation, b) lacking
incentives to bankers for this route of deal sourcing and processing, c) lacking incentives for
the best fund managers to pass on deals, or that they may have discovered investments of a
size beyond their limits early on. The PEF Team believed that nominees on investment
committees could pass on deals, although there could be potentially conflicting interests. The
Reviewers conclude that this kind of synergy will not be easy to realise given the constraints,
while it is still worth pursing in view of potential gains.

5. KEY STRATEGIC ISSUES
5.1

Transition impact via investee reforms vs. fund infrastructure building
As discussed in Chapter 2, fund investments can remain with a good potential to demonstrate
viable investee reform with wider links in the economy. The micro-management, "hands-on"
model with VC-outlooks was, however, seen as having clear limitations in the region. The
incentives turned out to constrain the actual mobilisation by sponsors and managers of the
required enduring "hands-on" capacity.
It could be argued that the recent change of focus by the PEF Team towards institution
building via support to bigger funds and a sustainable PEF infrastructure has an element of
strategic diversion by default. The change did indeed occur as the actual operational and
reform intervention merits in the companies by SME, VC and DS fund managers seemed
limited for the above reasons. This finding is, however, hardly a valid reason not to give the
institution building prospects a positive probe in the light of the Bank's transition mandate and
the emerging support cases. Moreover, this Review found good transition justifications in
Chapter 3 to seek a "graduation" outlook in all PEF operations
Chapter 6 lists the future strategic options for the Bank in this light.

5.2

The private equity fund concept: its capital gains as a core assumption.
In view of the constraints in non-conducive low-early transition environments, in the face of
clear diseconomies of scale in managing small funds and holdings, and given the lack of good
realistic exit routes for SME stakes, the Bank could be using some funds as risky "as if"
vehicles. Such investments could be "meta-communicating" assumptions which do not meet
up with the reality. A fund is by definition a temporary vehicle and no holding company. The
risks of unclear focus, lost incentives or of eroding discipline and controls at worst are all
illustrated to varying degrees in the Bank's current VC and DS funds portfolio.
The RVFs in the peripheral Russian region were purporting to play a role which in hindsight,
they could not realistically fulfil even with the high grants. Their early life saw much micromanagement intervention, as by the PPFs. This was useful as such for a fairly limited number
of investee companies. But the costs and risks still seem high in view of the constraints to
enduring wider transition impact in the economy. This is given the low outreach of the highly

15

The Reviewers found one or two cases where a double or triple exposure via funds were not fully identifiable in the equity
database, while believing that any material cases would still be captured by the Credit Portfolio Review process.
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selective private equity instrument, its high transaction costs and the lower institution building
potential compared to debt schemes as credit lines via banks.
Several of the DS funds had difficulty in attracting and retaining senior professional fund
managers over their lifetime. The investments took longer than planned, affecting costs. The
lack of realistic exit routes is equally clear in low exit rates: on average under 20 per cent for
the bulk of DS funds started in the mid 90s. The national stock exchanges have no liquidity,
there are yet few domestic trade sale opportunities and the investees and stakes were mostly
too small to attract foreign direct investors. Structuring with puts to or pay-downs from local
SME sponsors and entrepreneurs was unrealistic and/or involved some difficult moral
hazards.
In conclusion, funds must have prospects to make good returns from their intended
investments and investment environments. This must be achieved in line with the basic
concept of this particular instrument: to select, add and demonstrate value for timely entry and
sale of holdings at a profit. Grants or concessions serving mainly to support unsustainable
funds as finance "delivery" mechanisms can be in conflict with the EBRD mandate, in the
absence of any "graduation" element.
5.3

Returns, risk-reward outlooks in the region and investor dialogue. The Reviewers
assessed in Chapter 3 that the PEF Team's recent portfolio analyses, while a good step
forward, still needs caution in its interpretation. Dialogue with informed investors may still
help longer-term investor mobilisation prospects for the region. This is if the approach is
mutual cautious interpretation and dialogue rather than wider promotional activity.
The fund of funds portfolio still has some way to demonstrate that the region can offer good
risk-return premia for investors. The route towards better demonstration and benchmarking
lies clearly in strategic separation of discrete sub-portfolios.

6. TWO MAIN STRATEGIC OPTIONS
6.1

Exclusive PEF focus in more advanced and advancing environments.
This alternative would phase out DS, VC and SME-designated funds. It would look to clearly
better return and institution building prospects via follow-on funds and PEF infrastructures
via mainstream big PEFs. The target group would be medium-larger private enterprises in the
region's more conducive environments. The Bank would opt for other forms of financial
intermediation for SMEs generally and for private enterprises in the low-early transition
environments.
The advantages would include facilitated handling with the kind of specialisation, but also
some improved benchmarking and investor mobilisation prospects to the region. A
disadvantage could be foregone opportunities to support a "graduation" process for reasonably
positioned DS funds in the more conducive intermediate environments with advancing
reforms. There could also be some lost opportunity to demonstrate the merits of VC-type
funds in the economies and to entrepreneurs that ceded control can be mutually beneficial.

6.2

Core PEF activity, plus DS and VC funds refocused on graduation prospects.
This second option would also have the advantage of a clearer strategic focus in selection,
structuring and monitoring of all new fund engagements. It would take into account the key
conclusion of this Review that the transition impact potential for DS and VC funds can be
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low, compared to alternative financial intermediation. The continued investments in
designated SME-funds and most VC-type funds would therefore be confined to CEE as only
CE and parts of the Balkans may offer reasonable graduation prospects (i.e. a potential to
raise follow-on funds with increasing market funding content) in the foreseeable future. The
option would remain in line with the clear institutional and sustainability elements of the
Bank's transition mandate. It would also involve some phasing-out of funds with no assessed
graduation prospects, leaving for other IFIs and DFIs with differing mandates and funding to
support funds in the riskier transition environments. In low transition environments the Bank
would instead pursue debt-based instruments.
The disadvantages include continued dependence on partnerships for concession or grant
funding, as there would be a need for enduring longer-term outlooks, supporting follow on
funds to various degrees. There would also be less clear-cut capacity and systems
specialisation advantages, compared to a singular focus on mainstream bigger funds as
outlined under 6.1. Capacity building and incentives for DS fund handling would need rather
less cautious approaches than currently. All this follows from the need to take a longer-term
view on graduation: the gestation periods and fund life cycles call for enduring efforts and
fairly labour intensive handling and monitoring at all stages. This is well illustrated by the
ongoing RVF graduation attempts. Moreover, the EBRD lacks off balance trust funds or
current alliance formulae to fully back the longer-term outlook, calling for alliance
development efforts beyond the current EBRD-EU framework for SME-financing. The EBRD
would also need to avoid material cross-subsidies from its mainstream operations, given its
sound banking mandate.
7. SOME CAPACITY CONSIDERATIONS
7.1

Externalised versus continued in-house handling. The aforementioned experience of
delayed systems support delivery from a leading consultancy is just one indication of the
constraints. The CDC Capital Partner outsourced handling of its numerous small equity funds
for SMEs in a range of developing countries in an alliance with the Norwegian bilateral aid
agency (NORAD) and a professional fund manager. The experience is still recent, while the
sought after advantages could be complex to exploit in full in view of the small fund sizes and
SME target group. This would impact on the prospects to benefit from the set individual
performance incentives, made possible with the joint venture structure.
The Review concludes, on balance that outsourcing options can be complex. In the immediate
future they would be justified to explore principally via partnerships to get around some of the
current constraints for DS funds with proprietary structures and dependence on short-term TC
allocations. SME-funds in CEE and the most advanced Russian regions could be a case in
point.16 For the mainstream fund activities, in-house handling looks preferable in the shortmedium term. This is not in conflict with longer-term aims to prepare parts of the EBRD fund
of funds portfolio for later transfer to a separate fund of fund with private investor
participation and/or for sale of some holdings on secondary markets.

7.2

16

Parallels and contrasts with western fund of funds management. The basic set of required
professional skills are similar. The Reviewers found, however, that some challenges differ. In
particular, the EBRD handles a wider range of formulae than generally in a private sector

The Reviewers believe the prospects for joint-ventures with other IFIs, like the IFC, or with DFIs could be worth exploring
to create an SME fund of funds for the more advanced parts of the region, in which the EBRD would have a minority share.
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fund of funds. Capacity parallels are not easy to draw, but the EBRD fund of fund, faces more
complex systems challenges and labour intensive DS fund handling. EBRD as a public
institution could also not apply the industry practice of a share in the carry, needing to look to
alternative incentives. Consolidated capacity with more specialisation would provide a route
for professional development and satisfaction. In view of these considerations and the fact
that the fund of funds represents EUR 1.5 billion of commitments, there are good reasons to
consider more specialised handling.
7.3

More PEF Team specialisation vs. retained matrix elements. The PEF Team must
comprise expertise in many fields, ranging from structuring to investment insight. The
Review saw strong efficiency and strategic reasons for a further specialisation and
consolidation of the Team. The same returns to scale and critical mass reasoning can be
applied for management of the Bank's fund of funds portfolio as found valid in management
of the individual funds.

7.4

Implicit cross-subsidies vs., explicit external concessions. The Review concludes that only
limited pilot trials can justify cross-subsidisation and that implicit material cross subsidy runs
counter to the EBRD sound banking mandate. There will be a resulting dependence on donor
or other institutional funding with a concession element for the continued DS fund activities.
Continued implicit cross-subsidy of some SME- and VC- orientated funds involve the kind of
efficiency risks as commented elsewhere in this review.

7.5

Prospects for PEF handling towards enhanced future markets links. Concentration of the
Bank's funds of funds expertise to a central strong PEF team would add some more potential
to achieve longer-term links of the portfolio to markets. The ultimate impact would follow if
the Team were able either to sell off some of the mature fund portfolio on secondary markets,
or if it could encourage private sector investors to participate, or even to raise from a private
sector, a fund of funds for a part of the region. This is unlikely to be within reach in the near
term, and depends on how the markets develop, but should be retained as a longer-term option
and influence the portfolio strategy.
Capacity building in support of a more mature lower risk sub-portfolio would remain an
important requisite for the indicated orientation. A track record from a well managed,
segregated and discrete portfolio could have the best prospects with a degree of handling
specialisation for reduced "interference" from other portfolio activities.
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EBO

VC = Venture Capital
EBO = Expansion / Buy Out
DS = Donor Sponsored

* Equity Funds Team Classification

DBG Osteuropa Holding
GmbH

Danube Fund
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Baring Communications
EBO
Equity
Baring Vostok Private Equity EBO
Funds
Caresbac Polska
VC

"
Baltic Small Equity Fund

Mr Pierre F.
Mellinger
Ms Anne
Touchain
Mr Klaus
Hermann
Mr Charles M.
Mixon
Mr Peter M. Yu
Mr H.J. van der
Vaart
Ms Heather
Potters
Mr Michael
Calvey
Mr Piort Kalaman

Name
Warsaw

Location

Moscow
Warsaw

Fund Manager

Warsaw

New York
Washington

New York

Managing Partner

Managing Partner

President & CEO
CEO

Senior Associate

Advisor to the
Warsaw
Board
Managing Director Warsaw

President

Position

Southeastern Europe Management Ltd Mr Alexandru
Senior Investment Bucharest
Mnohoghitnei
Officer
Mr Serban
Senior Investment Bucharest
Ionescu
Officer
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Mr Jaroslav Horák Managing Director Prague

Baring Vostok Capital Partners (ING
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Innova 98 LP

VC = Venture Capital
EBO = Expansion / Buy Out
DS = Donor Sponsored

* Equity Funds Team Classification
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Nova Polonia Private Equity Fund

EBO

Innova 3
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Framlington Russia Fund
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"
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Mr Witold
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Mr Robert L.
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Mr Robert L.
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Mr Adam de Sola
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"
Mr Péter Tánczos
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Mr Karel J.
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"
Mr Luděk Palata
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Ltd
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Jupiter Asset Management Ltd
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Warsaw
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Prague
Moscow
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Budapest
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President
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First Vice President Warsaw

Managing Partner

Managing Partner
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Director
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Officer
Managing Director
Director
Director
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VC

"
"

"

"

VC = Venture Capital
EBO = Expansion / Buy Out
DS = Donor Sponsored

* Equity Funds Team Classification
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VC = Venture Capital
EBO = Expansion / Buy Out
DS = Donor Sponsored

* Equity Funds Team Classification

Totals: 33 Funds
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"

"
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"
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"
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Mr Philippe Le
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VC = Venture Capital
EBO = Expansion / Buy Out
DS = Donor Sponsored

* Equity Funds Team Classification
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EB
O
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VC = Venture Capital
EBO = Expansion / Buy Out
DS = Donor Sponsored

* Equity Funds Team Classification
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EB
O

DS

PPF Ukraine

VC = Venture Capital
EBO = Expansion / Buy Out
DS = Donor Sponsored

* Equity Funds Team Classification
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"
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PPF Romania
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"
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Fund Name
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RVF St Petersburg

West Siberia

Central Russia

VC = Venture Capital
EBO = Expansion / Buy Out
DS = Donor Sponsored

* Equity Funds Team Classification
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Renaissance Partners
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Russia Partners Management
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Fund

RVF Eagle
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Renaissance Fund

Fund Name
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VC = Venture Capital
EBO = Expansion / Buy Out
DS = Donor Sponsored

* Equity Funds Team Classification
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APPENDIX 3

GEOGRAPHIC SPLIT OF FUNDS

Geographic split of EUR 1,405 million of EBRD
signings of total equity funds as of Qtr1 2002

SE*
6%

CIS excl Russia*
4%

Russia*
25%

CEE
65%

*Note: Signings to sub-projects only, excludes non-allocated DS framework amounts

Geographic split of EUR 865 million of EBRD
1
accumulated disbursements to PE and DS funds
as of Qtr. 2002
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Russia
33%
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Note: Before distributions
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CEE
55%
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PORTFOLIO RISK AND FUND PERFORMANCE RATINGS CORRELATION

EBRD Performance Rating

1

187
103

1,485
6551
16%

13%
20

297

317

290

2,140

14%

579
579

Specific
Provisions
MEURO

General Portfolio
Provisions
MEURO
% of
operating
assets
8,838
629
7%
6,318
553
9%

Operating
Assets
MEURO

All types of funds including former Yugoslavia reconstruction funds, SME-designated funds.

EBRD total portfolio
of which all nonsovereign
of which EBRD all
equity operations
of which direct
equity
of which equity funds
(corresponding
valuations by equity
fund managers)

EBRD OPERATING
ASSETS AND
PROVISIONS BY
END 2001

3%

20%

15%

% of
operating
assets
7%
9%

123

484

607

1,208
1,132

19%
(~10%)

33%

28%

14%
18%

Total
Provisions
MEURO % of operating
assets
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APPENDIX 5
SOME DRAFT OBJECTIVES AS PART OF A NEW FUNDS STRATEGY
·

To foster development of sustainable PE infrastructures in conducive investment
environments in the region, as reflected in overall and country strategies of the
EBRD.

·

To fulfil the EBRD transition and sound-banking mandate by selecting investee
funds and managers with the best potential to invest with good reform influence
on investee companies, achieving good returns and hence with good prospects to
raise follow-on funds, to catalyse and allocate risk capital efficiently to enterprises
in the region.

·

To apply the same principles, under a new strategic framework for SME funds in
mature transition environments and PEFs for advancing intermediate
environments for cost-effective graduation towards ultimate follow-on marketfunding.

·

To achieve a sufficient return over the medium term in expansion/buyout subportfolio(s) to (i) attract private sector funding into an ultimate fund of funds in
this category with market participation for the advanced transition countries,
and/or (ii) achieve a secondary markets sale of this portfolio.

·

To select and support fund managers in the region with the best prospects to
benefit from serial support towards raising repeat funds with increasing shares of
market investors, including ultimately local institutional investors.

·

To establish long-term alliances with other investors and providers of grants and
concession funds, looking to a) outsourcing prospects to manage SME fund of
fund investments in the advanced parts of the region and b) PEF fund of fund
investments in some intermediate transition environments, targeting an EBRD
minority to avoid a proprietary fund structures.

·

To continue capacity and systems development to assist in monitoring and
benchmarking of performance towards the above goals.
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B a la n c e p o rtfo lio b y fu n d ty p e (la rg e fu n d s ) a n d re g io n (R u s s ia ,
C E ) in o rd e r to a c h ie v e re tu rn ta rg e ts a n d a s e lf-fu n d in g p o rtfo lio

B e d is c ip lin e d a b o u t a llo c a tio n to s m a ll fu n d s

D is s e m in a te th is in fo rm a tio n to in c re a s e th e p ro file o f th is a s s e t
c la s s

l

l

l

l

S tra
tr a te g ic Im p lica
lic a tio n s

Totals (of all 16
funds)
AVERAGES

Totals (of all 26
funds)
AVERAGES

Totals (of all 25
funds)
AVERAGES

Number of Funds

Fund CCY

Fund
Capital
(EUR
million)

235
14

28.7%

3,524
182

751
41

23.6%

CE, Russia & CIS,
1994-1998 EUR & USD Balkans
592
43

522
40

92.0%

Donor Supported (DS)Funds - Funds 1-16

Mostly USD,
1992-2001 some EUR CE, Russia & CIS

Expansion/buyout PEFs - Funds 1-26

930
50

299

359

131

44

200

16

EBRD
Received
(EUR
million)

247 -

268

100 -

8

109

15

EBRD
Total Fund
NAV
Performance
(EUR
(EUR million)
million)

EBRD Net Returns Information
EBRD
EBRD
EBRD
Signed
Disbursed
Share
(EUR
(EUR
%
million)
million)

Venture Capital-type PEFs - Funds 1-25

Region

CE, Russia & CIS,
1992-2001 EUR & USD Balkans

Vintage
Year

General

*(Pages 1-4 = EUR; Pages 5-8 = USD)

Selected Data from Funds Database (end March 2002)
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245
12

254
14

140
11

Totals (of all 25
funds)
AVERAGES

Totals (of all 26
funds)
AVERAGES

Totals (of all 16
funds)
AVERAGES
325
2

1,632
6

470
2

73

118

82

381

309

19

27

Donor Supported (DS)Funds - Funds 1-16

1,507

Expansion/buyout PEFs - Funds 1-26

394

Venture Capital-type PEFs - Funds 1-25

25

943

81

233

989

267

276

1,991

356

Total
Remaining
Total
Proceeds Investments
Number of Commitments Disbursements Number Cost value of
Portfolio
Number of Funds
from Exits Book Value
Investments (USD million) (USD million) of Exits FR and WO
Performance
(USD
(USD
(USD million)
million)
million)

Fund Portfolio Information

*(Pages 1-4 = EUR; Pages 5-8 = USD)

Selected Data from Funds Database (end March 2002)
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0.56

0.15

Totals (of all 16
funds)
AVERAGES

0.97

1.30

-1% 0.08

11% 0.63

0.83

1.28

-5%

13%

-5%

Totals (of all 26
funds)
AVERAGES

0.88

Totals (of all 25
funds)
AVERAGES

0.89 -9.54% 0.20

0.12

Number of Funds

Gross Ratios (USD)

IRR
DPI TVPI
DPI TVPI IRR %
%

Net Ratios

Performance

0.56

0.51

0.48

0.46

0.11

0.13

5.7

0.57

0.55

0.04

Donor Supported (DS)Funds - Funds 1-16

4.6

Expansion/buyout PEFs - Funds 1-26

4.8

Venture Capital-type PEFs - Funds 1-25

0.93

2.48

0.69

-4%

33%

-15%

1.86

2.21

2.45

EBRD
Fund
Cost of
Money
Portfolio
Fund
IRR on
Disbursed / Committed Exits Sold Multiple on
Rating on
Age
Investments
Committed / Fund Size / Fund Investments
Unsold
(Years)
Sold
%
%
Size %
Sold
Investments

Investment & Exit Pace

*(Pages 1-4 = EUR; Pages 5-8 = USD)

Selected Data from Funds Database (end March 2002)
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15%

31%

5%

Totals (of all 26
funds)
AVERAGES

Totals (of all 16
funds)
AVERAGES
1.11

1.69

0.37

95%

69%

85%

2.14

1.16

2.05

2.67

1.86

1.82

1.84

Donor Supported (DS)Funds - Funds 1-16

2.21

Expansion/buyout PEFs - Funds 1-26

2.45

Weightings

55%

46%

51%

45%

54%

49%

Quantitative Qualitative

Venture Capital-type PEFs - Funds 1-25

Rating

Overall
Exit
Exit Portfolio Portfolio
Quanatitative
Weighting Rating Weighting Rating
Rating

Totals (of all 25
funds)
AVERAGES

Number of Funds

Qualitative

Quantitative

*(Pages 1-4 = EUR; Pages 5-8 = USD)

Selected Data from Funds Database (end March 2002)

1.83

2.38

1.66

Fund
Rating

Rating
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EUR &
1992-2001 USD

EUR &
1992-2001 USD

EUR &
1994-1998 USD

Totals (of
all 26
funds)
Averages

Totals (of
all 16
funds)
Averages

Totals (of all 26
funds)
AVERAGES

Totals (of all 16
funds)
AVERAGES

Fund CCY

Totals (of
all 25
funds)
Averages

Vintage
Year

Totals (of all 25
funds)
AVERAGES

Number of
Number of Funds
Funds

CE, Russia
& CIS,
Balkans

CE, Russia
& CIS

CE, Russia
& CIS,
Balkans

Region

EBRD
Signed
USD
million)
EBRD
Share

219
13

29.0%

662
36

23.6%

582
43

505
37

91.0%

Donor Supported DS Funds Funds 1-16

3,108
159

Expansion/buyout PEFs - Funds 1-26

865
45

EBRD Net Returns Information
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298

374

141

40

199

15

218 -

237

89

-

40

62

37

EBRD
EBRD
EBRD
Total Fund
Received
Disbursed
NAV (USD Performance
(USD
(USD)
million) (USD million)
million)

Venture Capital-type PEFs - Funds 1-25

Fund
Capital
(USD
million)

General Information

*(Pages 1-4 = EUR; Pages 5-8 = USD)

Selected Data from Funds Database (end March 2002)

245
12

254
14

140
11

Totals (of all 25
funds)
AVERAGES

Totals (of all 26
funds)
AVERAGES

Totals (of all 16
funds)
AVERAGES
325
2

1,632
6

470
2

309

1,507

394

118

81

267

380

943

989

19

27

25

233

Donor Supported DS Funds Funds 1-16

82

Expansion/buyout PEFs - Funds 1-26

73

Venture Capital-type PEFs - Funds 1-25

276

1,990

356

Total
Remaining
Disbursem
Cost value Proceeds Investments
Total
Number of Commitments
Number of
Number of Funds
ents (USD
of FR and from Exits Book Value
Portfolio
Investments (USD million)
Exits
million)
WO
(USD
(USD
Performance
million)
million)

Fund Portfolio Information

*(Pages 1-4 = EUR; Pages 5-8 = USD)

0.13

0.53

0.11

DPI

Selected Data from Funds Database (end March 2002)

0.87

1.17

0.74

TVPI

Net Ratios

-7%

6%

-10%

IRR
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0.20

0.63

0.08

Totals (of all 26
funds)
AVERAGES

Totals (of all 16
funds)
AVERAGES

DPI

Totals (of all 25
funds)
AVERAGES

Number of Funds

0.83

1.28

0.88

TVPI

Gross Ratios

-5%

13%

-5%

IRR

Performance

0.65

0.54

0.14

0.56

0.53

0.12

5.7

0.59

0.56

0.05

Donor Supported DS Funds Funds 1-16

5.0

Expansion/buyout PEFs - Funds 1-26

5.0

Venture Capital-type PEFs - Funds 1-25

0.93

2.48

0.69

-4%

33%

-15%

1.86

2.21

2.45

EBRD
Fund
Cost of
Money
Portfolio
Disbursed
IRR on
Fund Age
Committed Exits Sold Multiple on
Rating on
/
Investments
(Years)
/ Fund Size / Fund Size Investments
Unsold
Committed
Sold
%
%
Sold
Investments
%

Investment & Exit Pace

*(Pages 1-4 = EUR; Pages 5-8 = USD)

Selected Data from Funds Database (end March 2002)
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16%

36%

5%

Totals (of all 26
funds)
AVERAGES

Totals (of all 16
funds)
AVERAGES

Exit
Weighting

Totals (of all 25
funds)
AVERAGES

Number of Funds

1.14

1.87

0.39

Exit
Rating

95%

64%

84%

Rating

Qualitative

2.12

1.16

2.09

2.69

1.86

1.82

1.71

Donor Supported DS Funds Funds 1-16

2.21

Expansion/buyout PEFs - Funds 1-26

2.45

Weightings

56%

53%

54%

44%

47%

46%

Quantitative Qualitative

Venture Capital-type PEFs - Funds 1-25

Overall
Portfolio Portfolio
Quanatitative
Weighting Rating
Rating

Quantitative

*(Pages 1-4 = EUR; Pages 5-8 = USD)

Selected Data from Funds Database (end March 2002)

1.77

2.37

1.69

Fund
Rating

Rating
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